Eric Stein Studio
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ericsteinart@gmail.com

Hometown Art Project 2020
Dear Review Committee,
I am very excited about the opportunity to design and place a site specific sculptural work
in North Richland Hills, Texas. I have family and friends in Texas and enjoy visiting as
often as possible.
The site in North Richland Hills seems to be a very accessible, yet an intimate
neighborhood location that benefits the entire community. I invasion the piece for this
community to be visually and personally very active. Visitors to the park will be able to
walk under and around the towers and interface with the sculpture from within. Being
located on the corner, with traffic, both pedestrian and by car, you will be able to see an
extensive variety of views and experiences. I invasion the piece to become an iconic
landmark for the community. I generally sketch in model form for my works as it offers a
better three dimensional relationship to the space. I have designed this piece to be light and
fun loving, maybe an expression of pick-up-sticks, an erector set or just fun while still
incorporating my signature elements of exploding “pixels”. Beyond the photos I have also
included my resume and I encourage you to view the details of my web page:
EricSteinStudio.com to get more details about my work, theory and past commissions.
The sculpture, photos of my model, are presented in primer gray as I have not yet
completed the colors of the work. I expect that the three towers will be one color and the
two cylindrical tubes another color. My studio is prepared to order the steel, fabricate the
work in 5 parts and transport the sections to Texas for final assembly.
I look forward to the opportunity to present a finished model and hearing back from the
Committee soon.
Respectfully,

Eric Stein

